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DISTRICT COURT, PARK COUNTY, COLORADO 
 
Court Address: 
Park County Courthouse 
300 4th Street 
P.O. Box 190 
Fairplay, CO 80440 
         
Plaintiffs:  JOHN GIDUCK; SHARI NICOLETTI; 

ARCHANGEL GROUP LTD., a Colorado Corporation 
         

Defendants: SOCNET.COM; JOE NIBLETT; MICHAEL 

KIRK; MITCHELL ISAAC LAKE; JAY HARRISON; 

JONATHAN G.  CLOUSE; PHILIP D. MARTIN; 

JERROD BARENTINE; EDWARD  D. CLARK; 

BARRY SALANT; TRACY-PAUL WARRINGTON; 

SEAN ALLEN WHITTENTIN; MATTHEW 

LONGBOTTOM; LAURA STANFORD; PATRICK 

MCALEER; DF BEHR; JASON OLE; PATRICK 

SLOAN; DANIEL HAMMOND; JOSHUA GARMON; 

RICHARD AARON MONTCALM; KARL MONGER; 

JOHN MORTON; JIM HANSON JOHN DOES 1 

THROUGH 30 
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Lawrence G. Katz, Reg. No. 32724 
Foster Graham Milstein & Calisher 

360 South Garfield Street 
6th Floor 
Denver, CO 80209 
Telephone: 303-333-9810 
Facsimile: 303-333-9786  
Email:  lkatz@fostergraham.com 
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AMENDED COMPLAINT AND JURY DEMAND 

 
 
 Plaintiffs John Giduck (“Giduck”), Shari Nicoletti (“Nicoletti”) and Archangel Group 
Ltd. (“Archangel”) (collectively Plaintiffs) file their Amended Complaint against SOCNET.com; 
Joe Niblett; John Morton; Michael Kirk; Mitchell Isaac Lake; Jay Harrison; Jonathan G.  Clouse; 
Philip D. Martin; Jerrod Barentine; Edward D. Clark; Barry Salant; Tracy-Paul Warrington; Sean 
Allen Whittenton; Matthew Longbottom; Laura Stanford; Patrick A. McAleer; DF Behr; Jason 
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Ole; Patrick Sloan; Daniel Hammond; Joshua Garmon, Richard Aaron Montcalm, Karl Monger, 
Jim Hanson and John Does 1 through 30 (Collectively “Defendants”) as follows: 

 

NATURE OF THE CASE 

1. Giduck has written books and given lectures/speeches on terrorism and counter-
terrorism.  Giduck has routinely been hired by various United States military, law enforcement 
and government agencies to present his lectures and teach the subjects of terrorism and counter-
terrorism.     

2. Giduck works for Archangel and presents the lectures/speeches on behalf of 
Archangel.   

3. The Defendants conspired to defame Giduck so they could purposefully destroy 
his livelihood and Archangel’s business.   

4. The Defendants waged a public campaign of defamation all over the web and 
through other correspondence in which the Defendants knowingly made false statements about 
Giduck in an effort to prevent him from being hired as a lecturer and to prevent the sales of his 
books.     

5. Defendants’ campaign has been successful and largely destroyed Giduck’s ability 
to be hired as a lecturer/speaker/teacher.  The campaign has drastically reduced the number of 
lectures/presentations for which Giduck/Archangel were hired and eviscerated their earnings.  
The campaign has caused Giduck and Archangel to lose nearly $500,000 in annual profits.   

THE PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 

6. Giduck is a Colorado resident.  His address is 244 Wagon Tongue Road, Bailey, 
CO.   

7. Nicoletti is a Colorado resident.  Her address is 244 Wagon Tongue Road, Bailey, 
CO.   

8. Archangel is a Colorado corporation with its principal place of business in Bailey, 
CO .  

9. Upon information and belief, Joel Niblett is a resident of Florida and posted under 
the alias Rgrjoe175. 

10. Plaintiffs do not know Michael Kirk’s state of residency.  Upon information and 
belief, he posted under the aliases Ranger 1 and Kirk.     

11. Upon information and belief, Mitchell Isaac Lake is a resident of Connecticut and 
posted under the alias Mitchell esq. 
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12. Upon information and belief, Jay Harrison is a resident of Georgia and posted 
under the alias Jdogonroad.   

13. Upon information and belief, Jonathan G.  Clouse is an active member of the 
United States military who is currently stationed at Eglin Air Force Base and believed to be a 
resident of the state of Florida, formerly stationed at Ft. Bragg, North Carolina and posted under 
the alias Gavin.  

14. Upon information and belief, Philip Martin is a resident of Jefferson County 
Colorado, and is an administrator, manager and representative of Defendant SOCNET.com, and 
was at all times relevant to this action and posted under the alias Ranger 5280.   

15. Upon information and belief, Jerrod Barentine is a resident of Oklahoma and 
posted under the alias Deepc.   

16. Upon information and belief, Edward Clark is a resident of Montana and posted 
under the alias Fatguy. 

17. Upon information and belief, Barry Salant is a resident of Vermont and posted 
under the alias Tooslow.   

18. Upon information and belief, Tracy-Paul Warrington is a resident of Texas and 
posted under the alias Tracy. 

19. Upon information and belief, Sean Allen Whittenton is a resident of Missouri and 
posted under the alias Steelbreeze. 

20. Upon information and belief, Matthew Longbottom is resident of Australia and 
posted under the alias Wandera. 

21. Upon information and belief, Laura Stanford is a resident of North Carolina and 
posted under the alias Girlwithaglock. 

22. Upon information and belief, Patrick A McAleer is a resident of New York and 
posted under the alias Sniper 111. 

23. Upon information and belief, DF Behr is a resident of Virginia and posted under 
the alias Velocimorte. 

24. Upon information and belief, Jason Ole is a resident of Ohio and posted under the 
alias HighDragLowSpeed. 

25. Upon information and belief, Patrick Sloan is a resident of Ohio and posted under 
the alias hooahmedic. 

26. Upon information and belief, Daniel Hammond is a resident of Colorado Springs, 
Colorado and posted under the alias Papa Smurf.   
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27. Upon information and belief Joshua Garmon is a resident of Virginia and posted 
under the alias Charlie Waite. 

28. Upon information and belief Richard Aaron Montcalm is a resident of Kentucky 
and posted under the alias RGR Montcalm. 

29. Upon information and belief, Karl Monger is a resident of Kansas and posted 
under the alias Kmonger.   

30. Upon information and belief, Jim Hanson posted under the alias Jimbo.  Plaintiffs 
are unaware of Hanson’s place of residence.   

31. Plaintiffs are unaware of SOCNET.com’s principal place of business or state of 
incorporation.   

32. John Does 1 through 30 are people who have posted on SOCNET.com under the 
following names: JTK317; ; Sharc 1; Johan; FMedic;; Joe723; Iraqgunz; Silverbullet; KidA; 
GPC; Magician; Concerned Citizen; Massgrunt; Fubar;; Mixed Load; old crusty bastard; 
Chairborne Stranger; Remington Raider; Justaclerk; Rhockibkk; SOTB; Matchanu; 
MakoZeroSix; Cco275;.  When Plaintiffs discover the true identities of these people they will 
seek to amend their Complaint to name them as Defendants under their true identities.     

33. The Defendants all committed torts against Plaintiffs here in Colorado, and the 
harm from those torts was felt here in Colorado by Colorado residents.  Accordingly, this Court 
has personal jurisdiction over the Defendants pursuant to Colo. Rev. Stat. § 13–1–124 and venue 
is proper under C.R.C.P. 98.   

ALLEGATIONS 

GIDUCK’S EXPERIENCE 

34. Giduck received an undergraduate degree from Penn State University.  Giduck 
has a master’s degree specializing in Russian Studies from the University of Colorado, with a 
Certificate in Russian Culture and Language from St. Petersburg State University in Russia.  
Giduck’s master thesis was on Russian organized crime.     

35. Giduck received a Ph.D. in Middle East Studies from Kings College London and 
a J.D. from the University of Denver, was admitted to the Colorado bar and practiced law in 
Colorado.  Part of his Ph.D. dissertation dealt with the terror attacks in Mumbai, India that 
occurred in November 2008; Ma’Alot, Israel; sieges in the Netherlands; Lima, Peru.  The 
dissertation also analyzed the following terror attacks: Budyonovsk; Kizlyar and Pervomaiskoye; 
Nord-Ost Theater siege in Moscow; in addition to the Beslan school siege in Russia.  

36. In addition to his academic background, Giduck has other training and 
experiences.  Giduck has extensive martial arts and hand-to-hand combat experience and is a 
member of a martial arts hall of fame.     
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37. While studying in Russia, Giduck met a general and regional director of the KGB, 
Anatoli Kurkov.  Through Kurkov and others Giduck was later introduced to various officers and 
members who were veterans of Russian Airborne and Special Forces units.   

38. At various times over the past twelve years, Giduck has trained or spent time with 
at least two different Russian Special Forces units. 

39. Through his training with Russian Special Forces units, Giduck became 
acquainted with Russian military officers and personnel.   

40. A terrorist attack on a middle-school in Beslan, Russia resulted in a massacre of 
school-children.  Giduck traveled to Russia on three separate occasions to investigate the 
massacre at Beslan; the first trip was within days of the massacre.  Through Giduck’s contacts 
with Russian military and intelligence personnel, he was able to access the massacre sight and 
interview people in the Russian military and Russian intelligence agencies that assaulted the 
school and fought with the terrorists.     

41. Based on his experiences and what he learned in Russia, along with substantive 
research he performed, Giduck wrote his first book: Terror at Beslan.  

42. Thereafter, based on his extensive experience, training and research, Giduck also 
wrote: Shooter Down! The Dramatic, Untold Story of the Police Response to the Virginia Tech 

Massacre and When Terror Returns, the History and Future of Terrorist Mass-Hostage Sieges.   

43. Based on his training, education and experience, Giduck has been hired by 
various state and federal agencies, including police forces, swat teams, the FBI, U.S. military and 
Special Forces units, including the United States Army 10th Special Forces Group (Airborne) and 
the United States Army Delta Force.  Indeed, Giduck has provided tactical analysis, classroom 
training and consulting for Delta Force, one of the elite fighting units for the United States 
military.         

DEFENDANTS’ FALSE STATEMENTS 

44.  Defendants have repeatedly made false statements about Giduck and defamed 
him. 

45. Many of the defamatory comments were posted on a website called 
SOCNET.com.  The way SOCNET works is that one person posts a statement, and then other 
SOCNET members are free to comment on the statement and make their own posts.  Often 
times, the subsequent comments re-publish the first post and nearly all the time affirm the 
original post.  When the posts are read together, it is clear that they all are making statements 
about John Giduck, even when a later post does not specifically mention Giduck.  This is 
because the first post mentions Giduck, and the remaining posts in the string are a continuation 
of the dialogue started in the first post.     
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46. Many of the false and defamatory statements were then published on other 
websites including:  Amazon.com, Facebook, Defense Review, Lawyer Ratingz, Officer.com, 
Gay Lesbian Bisexual blog, Pirate4X4, Chester City Forum, Military.com, POW network, Right 
Nation, City blogger, Crimes Against Honor, Weaponsman/Assclown, Rikowski.wordpress, 
Aston-pa city, Mediafire.com, Denver city forum, Mypypline, PDF Cast, Offertenews, Bayimg 
Reyndar, Stolen-Honor, Loud Feed.   

47. Defendants even created several new websites that were devoted solely to 
defaming Giduck.  Those sites include, thetruthaboutsocnetlies.com, John Giduck Terror at 
Beslan blog, Johnny Sells fear, John Giduck Fraud.com, Fake John Giduck Twitter.    

48. Defendants defamation began with Defendants falsely making accusations that 
Giduck claimed he had special military or other training.  For example, Defendants stated that 
Giduck claimed he was a former Special Forces soldier, even though Giduck did not make that 
claim.   Because Giduck was not a former Special Forces soldier, after Defendants stated that 
Giduck claimed he was, Defendants then called Giduck a liar and fraud.  Defendants then made 
false statements about Giduck’s credentials.  Defendants knew their statements were false when 
they made them.  In fact, Defendants lauded the intense research they had done before making 
the statements and thus knew they were false.  

Defendants Make False Statements about the Experiences Giduck Claimed to Have 

49. Defendants made false accusations about how Giduck represents himself on a 
website called SOCNET.com as well as the other websites devoted solely to defaming Giduck.  
The false accusations included falsely claiming that Giduck himself represented that he was 
former U.S. Special Forces.  These false statements were made knowingly.  The following are 
some examples of the statements made by the Defendants wherein they accuse Giduck of making 
claims about himself, when in fact Giduck did not make these claims about himself.  According 
to Defendants: 

a. Giduck claims he was a former Special Forces and Army Ranger and a retired 
Green Beret.  This was posted by Girlwithaglock (Laura Stafford) on July 7, 
2010 and January 7, 2012; Charlie Waite (Joshua Garmon) on or about 
January 12, 2012; Joe 723 on February 10, 2012, Matchanu on February 10, 
2012 Gavin (Jonathan Clouse) on December 13 and 14, 2011; 
HighDragLowSpeed (Jason Ole) on February 3, 2012; Tracy (Tracy Paul 
Warrington) on or about January 12 and 13, 2012 and February 3 and 10, 
2012; Kirk (Michael Kirk) on or about January 7, 2012; Silverbullet on or 
about January 6 and 7, 2012; Joe723 on February 10, 2012 

b. Giduck made “false claims, pretending to be a Special Forces Solider, 
claiming outrageous training accomplishments.”  This was posted by 
Thefatguy (Edward Clark) on or about January 7, 2012.   
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c. “Mr. John Giduck listed former SF Soldier, trainer of SF Soldiers or words to 
that effect in several listings.”  This was posted by Tracy (Tracy Paul 
Warrington) and HighDragLowSpeed (Jason Ole) on February 3, 2012.   

d. “John Giduck, you accuse me of blaspheming your reputation on your 
website, yet all I have accused you of is claiming to be a Special Forces 
soldier, which we all clearly know you are not.”  This was posted by 
Thefatguy (Edward Clark) on February 10, 2012.     

e. “John Giduck’s own bio in late 2005 clearly indicated that he was a member 
of 10th Special Forces Group.”  This was posted by HighDragLowSpeed 
(Jason Ole) on February 3, 2012.    

f. Giduck “passes himself off as a retired Green Beret not once, but multiple 
times.”  This was posted by HighDragLowSpeed (Jason Ole) on or about 
January 14, 2012.  

g. Giduck claims United States Special Forces units have adopted his techniques.  
This was posted by Tracy (Tracy Paul Warrington) and Purple36 on or about 
January 14, 2012.    

h. Giduck presents himself as a survivor of eight wars/conflicts.  This was posted 
by Tracy (Tracy Paul Warrington) on or about January 13, 2012. 

i. Giduck “permit[ed himself] to be called a Former Special Forces Officer in 
promotional materials.”  This was posted by Joe723 on or about January 13, 
2012.   

j. “Giduck has allowed promotional material to be published that either directly 
states he is a former Special Forces soldier or allows the reader to draw their 
own conclusions” that he was a Special Forces solider.  This was posted by 
Silverbullet on or about January 6, 2012.   

k. Giduck claims he was a past Board Member of the National Association of 
School Resources Officers.  “Soot” posted this on or about January 9, 2012. 

l. Giduck claims to have spent a large number of years fighting Russian 
organized crime.  This was posted by HighDragLowspeed (Jason Ole) on or 
about January 1, 2012.   

m. “I will say that [Giduck] went to some lengths to clearly state that he was not 
SF or anything like that, But if you listen closely, he makes a lot of statements 
that imply that he was.  If you listen to that crap long enough, you could forget 
that he gave the previous disclaimer, and anyone coming in late would 
immediately make the assumption that [Giduck] was SF.”  This was posted by 
Sharc1 on July 7, 2010.   
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n. “This crock of shit deserves its own thread.  From the link: ‘[Giduck] is a 
Certified Master Antiterrorism Specialist and Terrorolgoist and chairs the 
Terrorism Studies and Standards Committee for the Anti-Terrorism 
Accreditation Board and is a Diplomate and Premier Speaker for the National 
Center for Crisis Management.”  This was posted by Jimbo (Jim Hanson) on 
or about January 8, 2012.     

o. Giduck appointed himself as an authority on tactics and training of Special 
Forces despite a resume untainted by actual experience.  This was posted by 
HighDragLowSpeed on or about January 12, 2012.     

p. Giduck advertises himself as a world-caliber authority on radical Islam and 
counter-terrorism.  This was posted by HighDragLowSpeed on or about 
January 12, 2012.     

q. Giduck “claims to have been tutored in counter-terrorism by Putin’s boss, the 
former head of the KGB.”  This was posted by HighDragLowSpeed on or 
about January 12, 2012.     

50. Giduck did not make these claims about himself and thus Defendants statements 
were false.  Defendants knew the statements were false when they published them on 
SOCNET.com. and other websites, including the websites that Defendants created and that were 
solely devoted to defaming Giduck. 

51. Upon information and belief, between December 2011 and May 2012, all of the 
Defendants re-published the statements set forth in paragraph 49 or positively commented on 
them and thereby adopted them.      

Defendants Say That Giduck Lied About His Experiences 

52. After falsely stating that Giduck claims to be a special forces member, which 
Giduck did not claim, Defendants proceeded to defame Giduck by calling him a liar for claiming 
he was a special forces or special operations member.  Giduck did not make such a claim about 
himself and thus the names he is called are also false and defamatory.  The following are 
examples of some of the statements made by Defendants about John Giduck on the websites 
SOCNET.com. and the websites created by the Defendants and for the purpose of defaming 
Giduck.  According to Defendants:   

a. Giduck is a “fraud” [because he claims to be a Special Forces soldier when he 
is not].  This was posted by: Walkin1 on 1/7/12;  67 Fast Back 1/7/12, Johan 
1/8/12, Rgrjoe (Joe Niblett) 175 1/9/12, Kirk 1/11/12, Linda1961 1/11/12, 
KidA 1/11/12, Kirk I(Michael Kirk) 1/12/12, Fubar 1/12/12, Linda 1961 
1/14/12, Fubar 1/14/12, Joe723 1/14/12, Bearcat06 1/15/12, KLR-Redux 
1/16/12, Universible 1/16/12, Massgrunt 1/17/12, Massgrunt 1/17/12, 
Mitchell, Esq. (Mitchell Isaac Lake) 2/2/12, Silverbullet 2/2/12, Wandera 
2/2/12, Jimbo 2/3/23, Mitchell, Esq (Mitchell Isaac Lake) 2/3/12, RhodieBKK 
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2/8/12, Firstshirt 2/8/12, Fubar 2/8/12, 37F5V 2/8/12, Johan 2/8/12, 
Johnchimo 2/8/12, Snipper111 (Patrick McAleer) 2/8/12, MikeC2W 2/8/12, 
Arch-E 2/9/12, Tracy (Tracy Paul Warrington) 2/13/12, Walkin1 2/12/13, 
octoberfest 2/13/12, Guy 2/12/12, Team Sergeant 2/12/12, Mitchell, Esq. 
(Mitchell Isaac Lake)  2/12/12, Magician 12/15/11, RhodieBKK 2/24/12; 
Tracy (Tracy Paul Warrington) and RhodieBKK in February 2012.   

b. Giduck “lies” to protect his “false history” and is “pathetic” and “need[s] to 
seek professional help to sort out [his] habitual lying issue.”  John Giduck lied 
about his background and is pathetic.  This was posted by Silverbullet on 
February 3, 2012.      

c. Giduck cheated law enforcement organizations by falsely claiming to be a 
Special Forces soldier.  This was posted by Silverbullet on February 1 and 3, 
2012.     

d. Giduck “exploited the trust of some older SF professionals. . . . [He] deceived 
them . . . .”  This was posted by TheFatGuy (Edward Clark) on or about 
January 7, 2012.    

e. “Giduck may be selling false experience to law enforcement and then using 
law enforcement for his own benefit”  This was posted by Silverbullet on or 
about January 19, 2012.   

f. “pos[er] civilian” [poser means that Giduck is posing as a special forces 
member.  This was posted by: Silverbullet 1/7/12, Aries 1/8/12, RgrJoe175 
(Joe Niblett) 1/9/12, Justaclerk 1/10/12, Massgrunt 1/11/12, Kirk (Michael 
Kirk) 1/11/12, Louis 1/11/12, FMedic 1/11/12, KidA 1/12/12, Silverbullet 
2/3/12, Joe723 2/8/12, GLCK36, 12/13/11.   

g. “Mr. FuckingPoser.”  This was posted by Justaclerk and FMedic on or about 
January 10, 2012.    

h. “We know [Giduck] is a poser and we are getting proof of that.”  This was 
posted by FMedic on or about January 11, 2012.   

i. “John Giduck has spent years fabricating his for-profit legend.”  This was 
posted by Velocimorte (DF Behr) and Rgrjoe (Joe Niblett) on or about 
January 12, 2012.   

j. “John Giduck is a Fraud, John Giduck is a fraud SF poser and John Giduck is 
a fraud Ranger poser. . . .  John Giduck is using false credentials.”  [A SF 
poser is one who claims to have served in the U.S. Special Forces when he has 
not so served; a Ranger poser is one who claims to have served in the U.S. 
Rangers, when he has not so served] .  This was posted by Kirk (Michael 
Kirk) on or about January 11, 2012.   
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k. Giduck used his false credentials to “scam money and fame from LEOs [law 
enforcement organizations] and the public at large.”  This was posted by 
Tracy (Tracy Paul Warrington) on or about January 13, 2012.     

l. Giduck’s “reputation is being besmirched because [his] background is false” 
because he claimed to be a Special Forces soldier when he is not.  This was 
posted by KidA on February 8, 2012.   

m. “Jusus [sic], Giduck is looking like the only thing he actually accomplished is 
screwing a lot of people out their hard earned cash so they could hear his lies.”  
This was posted by FMedic and Girlwithaglock (Laura Stanford) on or about 
January 11, 2012.   

n. “This guy [Giduck] is a blowhard.”  This was posted by BOFH, Fubar and 
RhodieBKK on or about January 7 and 11, 2012.   

o. “We need to concentrate on the fraud aspect.  It is common thread in his 
[Giduck’s] life and apparently his main source of revenue.”  This was posted 
by Jimbo (Jim Hanson) on February 3, 2012.   

p. “Giduck is a tool. . .  What is worse are those that have forgotten what 
honorable means and support that tool.  The associations should impeach the 
officers that allowed this tool to sully their honorable service.”  This was 
posted by Rgrjoe175 (Joe Niblett) on or about January 6, 2012.    

q. “I think John G has singlehandedly created a new category slimebag the 
Poser-profiteer.”  [A poser-profiteer is one who lies about his past experiences 
in order to make a profit].  This was posted by Joe723 on February 8, 2012.   

r. Giduck is a “Piece of Shit”  This was posted by jdononroad (Jay Harrison) and 
Rgrjoe175 (Joe Niblett) in February2012.   

s. Giduck is a “crock of shit.”  This was posted by Jimbo (Jim Hanson) on or 
about January 8, 2012.   

t. Giduck is a “Charlatan”  This was posted by Sotb 2/8/12, Sniper 1/8/12, 
RhodieBKK 1/11/12, Ranger 5280 (Philip Martin)  1/13/12, Makezerosix 
1/19/12. 

u. “I was channel surfing last night . . . ran across Giduck on the Military 
channel as a SME [subject matter expert] for Spetnaz [Russian special forces 
unit].  I wonder if they [Military channel] know that they’ve been duped by 
this fraud.”  This was posted by Fubar on or about January 15, 2012.     

v. “I personally am very indignant about this group of posers.  There modus 
operandi has been to build up false creds and sell their services to publicly 
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funded organizations.  Orgs funded by the taxpayer.  We deal with enough 
fraud, waste and abuse as it is.  Orgs like Archangel compound the problem.”  
This was posted by Fubar on February 8, 2012.    

w. “In the future, I think in response to the latest ‘poser’ of the day, we’ll be 
saying, ‘Who is John Giduck?’”  This was posted by Fubar on February 13, 
2012.   

x. I “find John Giddyupdick disgusting, along with some of the BTDT’s he has 
hired to promote this stupid shit.”  This was posted by jdogonroad (Jay 
Harrison) on February 8, 2012.    

y. John Giduck engages in “deceptive business practices.”  This was posted by 
Joe 723 on February 23, 2012, Massgrunt and Spinner in January and 
February 2012.     

z. Giduck is a “kook”  This was posted by Walken on or about January 8, 2012.   

aa. “Gay-dick”  This was posted by FMedic on or about January 7, 2012.   

bb. Giduck is a “dick-douche”  This was posted by FMedic on or about January 6, 
2012.   

cc. Giduck is “f’ing train wreck”  This was posted by JTK317 on or about 
January 12, 2012.   

dd. Giduck is a “creepy ass dummy”  This was posted by JTK317 on December 
24, 2011.   

ee. Giduck is a “sphincter stains”  This was posted by RgrMontcalm (Richard 
Aaron Montcalm) on February 8, 2012.   

ff. Giduck is a Charade.  This was posted by Joe723 on February 10, 2012.   

gg. Giduck is a “Sham”  this was posted by Silverbullet and Crucible guy in 
January and February 2012.   

hh. Giduck is Dishonorable and disrespectful.  This was posted by Joe723 on 
February 10, 2012.   

ii. Giduck is a “douchebagger”  This was posted by Makezerosix 1/19/12, 
Velocimorte (DF Behr) 2/12/12, KS11 2/9/12, Makezerosix 12/13/11, Jafo 
12/13/11, Old Starlight 2/14/11 

jj. Giduck is a “Turd poser biondi”  This was posted by kmonger (Karl Monger) 
in March 2007.   
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kk. Giduck is a World class Douchebag.  This was posted by Makezerosix and 
KSII in January and February 2012.   

ll. “People in business try to put a positive spin on their capabilities to attract 
customers.  This goes beyond marketing and into full throttle deception.”  
This was posted by Joe723 on or about January 24, 2012.     

mm. Giduck is a “self-styled antiterrorologist”  This was posted by Joe723 on or 
about January 8, 2012.   

nn. Giduck is a “frickin’ loser and it’s sad to see how he has manipulated and 
used others.” This was posted by Iraqgunz on February 8, 2012.    

oo. Giduck created a “Walter Mitty lifestyle and in the process [Giduck] sucked in 
truly admirable people and used them for [his] own gain”  This was posted by 
Iraqgunz on February 9, 2012.   

pp. Giduck is a “sorry lying pathetic ass.”  This was posted by Iraqgunz on 
February 10, 2012.   

qq. Giduck is a “fake”  This was posted by Chokeu2 1/8/12, Sotb 1/10/12, 
Wandera (Matthew Longbottom) 1/24/12, Silverbullet 2/2/12, Iraqgunz 
2/9/12, Magician 12/15/11 

rr. Giduck uses “phony antics.”  This was posted by Iraqgunz on February 13, 
2012.       

ss. Giduck is a “DICK.  Anyone who excuses your bullshit or defends you is a 
DICK.”  This was posted by Remington Raider on February 8, 2012.   

tt. Giduck is an “idiot”  This was posted by FMedic 1/6/12, Iraqgunz 1/19/12, 
Wench 12/9/12, Remington Raider 2/23/12, Iraqgunz 12/14/11, Polypro 
1/19/12; Remington Raider in January 2012. 

uu. Giduck is a “serial liar”  This was posted by RhodieBKK on February 3, 2012.   

vv. Giduck is a “moron”  This was posted by Grog18b and Iraqgunz in February 
2012.   

ww. Giduck and his supporters are “clowns” that use “bullshit” to overstate their 
credentials.  This was posted by RGRjoe175 (Joe Niblett) and Iraqgunz in 
December 2011 and February 2012.   

xx. Giduck “duped” other Special Operations members.  This 
was posted by Fubar, Silverbullet and Glebo in February 
2012.    
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yy. “Giduck is in fact a member of the unholy alliance of 
satanic undead.”  This was posted by Sotb on December 24, 
2011.   

zz. Giduck is a “fuckwad” and lacks integrity.  Posted by Sotb 
on February 20, 2012.   

aaa. Giduck is a “lardass poser [that] is also a blight upon the human race”  Posted 
by Sotb on February 20, 2012.   

bbb. Giduck “lack[s] integrity.”  This was posted by 375Sv and Old Starlight in 
February 2012.   

ccc. Giduck is a “Cheesedick that rides terrorology silliness for the purpose of 
grabbing government money.  Posted by Sotb on February 20, 2012. 

ddd. “John Giduck [has] ties to a [terrorist] group that may have bombed a U.S. 
embassy.”  This was posted on or about May 19, 2012.  Upon information and 
belief, it was posted by the aliases Polypro and Girlwithaglock (Laura 
Stanford).   

eee. Giduck “overblow[s]” his credentials.  This was posted by jtk317 on or about 
January 24, 2012.   

fff. Giduck is a loser, stupid and a douche.  This was posted by Iraqgunz on or 
about January 6, 2012.  

ggg. Giduck is a moron that has duped people with his resume.  This was posted by 
Iraqgunz on February 13, 2012.  

hhh. Giduck is a “gaping asshole.”  This was posted by Silverbullet and Remington 
Raider on or about January 6, 2012.   

iii. Giduck plays fast and loose with his biographical data.  Posted by Silverbullet 
on or about January 6, 2012.  

jjj. Giduck is an imposter.  Posted by Tracy (Tracy Paul Warrington) and 
pan51shovel on or about February 12, 2012.   

kkk. Giduck lies and embellishes his credentials.  He is the enemy and his 
methodologies, advice, tactics, techniques and procedures will hurt, seriously 
injure or kill bystanders.  Posted by Tracy (Tracy Paul Warrington) on or 
about February 24, 2012.   

53. The above-described statements were false.  Defendants knew the statements 
were false when they published them on SOCNET.com. and other websites, including the 
websites that Defendants created and that were solely devoted to defaming Giduck. 
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54. Upon information and belief, between December 2011 and May 2012, all of the 
Defendants re-published the statements set forth in paragraph 52 or positively commented on 
them and thereby adopted them.      

55. Michael Kirk published the following statements between June 2011 and May 
2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

56. Mitchell Isaac Lake published the following statements between June 2011 and 
May 2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

57. Jay Harrison published the following statements between June 2011 and May 
2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

58. Jeerod Barentine published the following statements between June 2011 and May 
2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

59. Edward Clark published the following statements between June 2011 and May 
2012: 
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a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

60. Barry Salant published the following statements between June 2011 and May 
2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

61. Tracy-Paul Warrington published the following statements between June 2011 
and May 2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

62. Sean Allen Whittenton published the following statements between June 2011 and 
May 2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

63. Laura Stanford published the following statements between June 2011 and May 
2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 
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64. Patrick McAleer published the following statements between June 2011 and May 
2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

65. DF Behr published the following statements between June 2011 and May 2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

66. Jason Ole published the following statements between June 2011 and May 2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

67. Patrick Sloan published the following statements between June 2011 and May 
2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

68. Richard Aaron Montcalm published the following statements between June 2011 
and May 2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 
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69. Karl Monger published the following statements between June 2011 and May 
2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

70. Joe Niblet published the following statements between June 2011 and May 2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

71. JTk317 published the following statements between June 2011 and May 2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

72. Sharc1 published the following statements between June 2011 and May 2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

73. Johan published the following statements between June 2011 and May 2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

74. FMedic published the following statements between June 2011 and May 2012: 
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a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

75. Jimbo published the following statements between June 2011 and May 2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

76. Joe 723 published the following statements between June 2011 and May 2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

77. Iraqgunz published the following statements between June 2011 and May 2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

78. Silverbullet published the following statements between June 2011 and May 
2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

79. Justaclerk published the following statements between June 2011 and May 2012: 
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a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

80. Fubar published the following statements between June 2011 and May 2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

81. Mixed Load published the following statements between June 2011 and May 
2012: 

a. Giduck lied about and faked his credentials, qualifications and experience, 
including claiming to have experience with U.S. Special Forces 

b. Giduck used his lies about his qualifications, credentials, and experience to 
defraud others including law enforcement agencies and government agencies 
into hiring him so he could make money. 

82. The above statements in paragraphs 55 through 81 are false, and Defendants knew 
they were false when they published them.   

83. The above statements were published on SOCNET.com as well as many other 
websites including the websites that Defendants created to defame Giduck and that were devoted 
solely to defaming Giduck.     

Defendants Make False Statements about Giduck, His Qualifications and Credentials 

84. In addition to the above described false statements, Defendants also made false 
statements about Giduck, his qualifications and his presentations.  These false statements were 
made knowingly.  On SOCNET.com and other websites, including the websites created by 
Defendants that were created solely for, and devoted solely to, defaming Giduck.  Defendants 
made the following false statements about Giduck, his qualifications, and his presentations: 

a.  “All of [Giduck’s presentation on Beslan] was an adequate AAR by someone 
who was not there. . . .  All of the photos and videos seemed to me to have 
been patched together from Russian News Clips.”  This was posted by Sharc1 
in July 2010.   
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b. Giduck “has no operational experience.”  This was posted by Phil306, Sharc1 
and Silverbullet in 2010 and 2012.  Giduck has no operational experience and 
no operational skills.  Posted by Silverbullet and RhodieBKK on February 3, 
2012 and January 6, 2012.  Giduck provides advice on critical operational 
subjects to government and law enforcement agencies when he has no 
operational experience.  Posted by RhodieBKK on December 15, 2011.    

c. Giduck’s credibility is like Santa Clause, not real.  This was posted by 
Matchuna in February 2012 and reposted by Girlwithaglock (Laura Stanford) 
in February 2012.       

d. Giduck is just like another guy who “lied about his background and used his 
so-called affiliation with the SEAL community to screw people.”  This was 
posted by Iraqgunz on February 10, 2012.    

e. Giduck has not earned “shit” but steals from the honor from Special Forces to 
line his pockets.  This was posted by Matchanu on February 8, 2012.   

f. Giduck’s credentials are “bullshit”  This was posted by Matchanu 2/8/12, 
Walken1 1/8/12, Walken 2/13/12, Justaclerk 1/8/12, Mixed load 1/13/12, 
Iraqgunz 12/14/11, Sniper111 (Patrick McAleer) 2/22/12, Fubar 2/23/12 

g. Giduck made up his own credentials and sold false expertise to the 
government.  Posted by Joe 723, HighDragLowSpeed (Jason Ole), Magician, 
Mitchell, esq (Mitchell Isaac Lake, Girlwithaglock (Laura Stanford) in 
January and February 2012.    

h. Giduck and his supporters create organizations to give themselves 
“credentials” that are fake and “it’s almost like they have a puppy mill that is 
turning out certified Bullshitologists.”  This was posted by Iraqgunz on or 
about January 8, 2012.     

i. “Anywhere you see an association that has honorary memberships, it is pay 
for play 98% of the time.  Usually folks that donate money or services 
frequently or are friends with the orgs officers. . . .  Case in point with Giduck 
with the SOA and SF associations.  Especially Giduck who flaunts 
memberships as if he actually met the criteria to actually be a full member, yet 
he fully lacks any qualifications or experience to be a member.  In his fantasy 
land, Giduck actually believes he meets the quals and is equal to those that 
actually served.  He is the worst type of poser, and the officers of the 
association that allow him to perpetuate this fraud should be stripped of 
memberships as well.”  This was posted by rgrjoe175 (Joe Niblett) and 
FMedic on or about January 9, 2012.    

j. “There is no record of Mr. Giduck attending the program at [St. Petersburg 
State University] that he listed on his bio.  My confidence level regarding 
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accuracy of records keeping at this University is 95%.”  This was posted by 
Girlwithaglock and FMedic on or about January 11, 2012.     

k. “No records found showing Mr. Giduck ever attended St. Petersburg State 
University.”  This was posted by FMedic on or about January 11, 2012, 
HighDragLowSpeed (Jason Ole) on or about January 14, 2012 and 
Girlwithaglock (Laura Stanford) on or about January 11, 2012.  

l. “[Giduck] clearly found his ‘calling’ in Russia, whether that was due to 
Russian intervention or too many Clancy novels . . . I don’t know but that 
seems to be the place and time that he started exaggerating his resume.”  This 
was posted by GackMan, Ranger 5280 (Philip Martin), and FMedic in January 
2012.    

m. “Spetsguppa A is a [military] unit within FSB [former KGB].  Any 
information John Giduck has on this unit, I suspect he has it from book or 
internet (with expected level of accuracy).”  This was posted by Johan and 
Sharc1 in July 2010 and January 2012.    

n. “I suspect that Mr. FuckingPoser [Giduck] never set foot in any institute of 
higher learning [at St. Petersburg St. University].”  This was posted by 
Justaclerk and FMedic on or about January 10, 2012.   

o. Officials with Russian Special forces have never heard of Giduck and he 
never did any sort of counter-terrorism training.  This was posted by 
MikeC2W on December 14, 2011.     

p. Giduck’s classes at St. Petersburg were a “pay for play,” and akin to a summer 
exchange program.  This was posted by HighDragLowspeed (Jason Ole) and 
Viking on or about January 11 and 14, 2012 and by CB on or about January 
11, 2012.    

q. Giduck owns or controls the World Federation of Russian Martial Arts, and 
thus his hall of fame membership in that organization is meaningless.  This 
was posted by HighDragLowSpeed (Jason Ole) on or about January 11 and 
14, 2012.     

r. “I started scouring the net for anything to substantiate his claims of being 
inducted in multiple International Martial Arts Halls of Fame and couldn’t 
find a single document to support that.”  This was posted by Mixed Loan on 
or about January 8, 2012.      

s. “This [martial arts credentials] is one area I know quite a bit about and there 
are all the indicators of Bullshito not only regarding Mr. Giduck but some of 
his associates and protégés. . . .  the most often BS’d area of macho badass-
ness IMO.  Over the years I’ve noticed a strong trend for posers and fakes to 
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always include some badass martial arts experience. . . .”  .  This was posted 
by B2Unit and Mixed Load in January 2010 and 2012.    

t. Giduck believes he spent most of the prior 17 years fighting Russian 
organized crime.  This was posted by HighDragLowSpeed (Jason Ole) on or 
about January 12, 2012..   

u. Giduck is on the City of Chester’s payroll.  This was posted by Girlwithaglock 
(Laura Stanford) on February 4,.     

v. Giduck’s picture of himself with the Afghanistan mountain range behind him 
is false and photo-shopped.  This was posted by Tracy (Tracy Paul 
Warrington), Girlwithaglock (Laura Stanford), Iraqgunz and Walken on 
February 13, 2012.     

w. In regards to Giduck’s book about being a Green Beret, it was stated that 
Defendants have worn a green beret, “but never shoved one up my ass or tried 
to swallow one.”  This was posted by Gavin (Jonathan Clouse) on December 
13, 2011.    

x. In one of Giduck’s lecture, “everything he spewed out of his mouth was 
sewage and it smelled of it. 99.9% of his slides were from the internet as was 
his knowledge on anything CT/AT [counter-terrorism/anti-terrorism].”  This 
was posted by Deepc (Jerrod Barentine) on or about January 25, 2012.   

y. Giduck’s certificate from a Russian Special Forces unit is fake and was cut 
and pasted from a website.  This was posted by Girlwithaglock (Laura 
Stanford), Tracy (Tracy Paul Warrington), Bubblehead, Purple36 on February 
1 and 2, 2012.   

z. Giduck’s certificate “is slightly less professional than my son’s kindergarten 
graduation diploma.”  This was posted by Chairbornestranger and 
Girlwithaglock (Laura Stanford) on February 13, 2012.   

aa. “pretty much everything that Mr. Giduck presents wouldn’t hold up to 
scrutiny by an 8th grade mock UN court during civics class.”  This was posted 
by KidA on February 8, 2012. 

bb. Giduck created his own certifications and appreciation letters to bolster his 
credentials and his certificates are a joke.  This was posted by jtk317 and 
Girlwithaglock (Laura Stanford) on February 2, and 8, 2012, Velocimorte and 
FMedic in January 2012, Fubar in February 2012, Sniper 111 (Patrick 
McAleer) in February 2012, RhodieBKK in February 2012. 

cc. Giduck purchased certificates from online templates.  Posted by RhodieBKK 
and Girlwithaglock (Laura Stanford) on February 2, 2012.    
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dd. Giduck’s history is a “scam.”  This was posted by jdogonroad (Jay Harrison) 
on or about January 17, 2012  

ee. Giduck lacks experience in anti-terrorism.  This was posted by rgrjoe175 (Joe 
Niblett) and HighDragLowSpeed (Jason Ole) on or about January 10, 2012.   

ff. Giduck makes up his own credentials, associates with unfriendly foreign 
intelligence agencies, sells false expertise.  This was posted by Joe723 on 
February 8, 2012.   

gg. Giduck makes up his own credentials to defraud law enforcement agencies.  
This was posted by busa and HighDragLowSpeed (Jason Ole) on or about 
January 24, 2012. 

hh. Giduck photo-shopped a picture of himself in the Afghan mountains and the 
photo is a fake to trick people into believing his credentials.  This was posted 
by Iraqgunz in February 2012.   

ii. Giduck is a poser.  Posted by Deepc (Jerrod Barrentine) on or about January 
25, 2012. 

jj. Giduck's certificate is a huge joke.  Posted by Girlwithaglock (Laura Stanford) 
and KidA on February 1, 2012.   

kk. Giduck lacks credentials for the work he undertook, namely consulting on 
terrorism.  Posted by KidA on February 8, 2012.  

ll. Giduck’s certificates are fake.  Posted by KidA on February 8, 2012.     

mm. Giduck is a blatant poser and the SOA “fucked up” by backing Giduck.  
Posted by Ranger1 on December 15, 2011.   

nn. Giduck is a liar that defrauded law enforcement agencies.  Posted by Magician 
and Mitchell, Esq. (Mitchell Isaac Lake) on February 2, 2012.   

oo. Giduck lied and made false statements to law enforcement agencies.  Posted 
by Polypro and Girlwithaglock (Laura Stanford) on February 5, 2012.   

pp. Giduck makes false claims and is not a legitimate counter-terrorism expert 
and he compromises the credibility of legitimate counter-terrorism experts.  
Posted by Girlwithaglock (Laura Stanford) on or about January 7, 2012.   

 

qq. Giduck made false claims in his book on Beslan to sex his text up like a 
pseudo tabloid journalist.  This was posted by M-11 and RhodieBkk in 
January 2012.   
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rr. Giduck didn’t do anything in Russia except attend an adventure camp.  Posted 
by Silverbullet on or about January 6, 2012.   

ss. Giduck sells snake oil and his presentations are a crock of shit.  Posted by 
Sotb on or about February 8, 2012.  

tt. Giduck is not qualified to teach tactical SCUBA or tactical parachuting, as he 
claims he is.  Posted by Tracy (Tracy Paul Warrington) on or about January 7, 
2012. 

uu. Giduck has been in continuous contact with members of a Foreign 
Intelligence Service for almost 20 years.  Posted by Tracy (Tracy Paul 
Warrington) on or about June 11, 2010.   

vv. Terrorologist is a derogatory term and FMedic, Kirk (Michael Kirk), 
Justaclerk and Walken1 used this term to describe Giduck in January 2012.  
HighDragLowSpeed called Giduck a terrorologist in January and February 
2012.     

85. Defendants statements described above were false.  Defendants knew the 
statements were false when they published them on SOCNET.com. and other websites, including 
the websites that Defendants created and that were solely devoted to defaming Giduck. 

86. Upon information and belief, between December 2011 and May 2012, all of the 
Defendants re-published the statements set forth in paragraph 84 or positively commented on 
them and thereby adopted them.      

DEFENDANTS’ KNEW THAT GIDUCK WAS A COLORADO RESIDENT AND 

DIRECTED THEIR COMMUNICATIONS TOWARDS COLORADO 

87. The Defendants all knew that Giduck was a Colorado resident and a member of 
the Colorado bar.  Based on the false statements made by the Defendants, the Defendants then 
claimed that Giduck was a liar and should be disciplined or disbarred by Colorado Supreme 
Court.   

88. Indeed, Remington Raider and Silverbullet posted on SOCNET.com on January 
6, 2012 that Giduck’s Colorado Bar Number was 14609 and that he lived in Golden, Colorado.  
They said that SOCNET.com members should save communications from Giduck, especially 
communications wherein Giduck threatened Jonathan Clouse with a lawsuit, to help get Giduck 
“disbarred.”  They also warned Giduck to “read up on the Colorado Rules of Professional 
Conduct, specifically section 4.5” and then ended the thread with “Fvck you.”   

89. Thereafter, Spinner posted on SOCNET.com on or about January 6, 2012 a quote 
from various Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct in response to Giduck’s letter regarding a 
lawsuit.  They quoted Rule 4.5 on SOCNET.com and said that “while Mr. Giduck and/or his 
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attorneys are in violation of this section, it wouldn’t be a violation for another lawyer to call 
them up and point out the legal trouble they’re in for violating this section to begin with.”   

90. On or about January 6, 2012 Spinner posted on SOCNET.com Giduck’s past 
cities of residence noting that “since approximately 1979 [Giduck lived] in Colorado, usually in 
Denver/Evergreen/Aurora area.”   

91. On or about January 6, 2012, Spinner also posted on SOCNET.com regarding 
businesses Giduck was associated with.  He posted that a “business search [on the] Secretary of 
State for Colorado [website] discloses an active and unusual pattern of incorporation of 
businesses, followed by name changes, another incorporation, a declaration of non-profit status, 
then a change to for profit status” and that the addresses for these business correspond to 
Giduck’s home addresses.   

92. On or about January 10, 2012, CB published on SOCNET.com that he checked 
into reporting Giduck for professional misconduct to the Colorado bar and looked into getting 
him disbarred or disciplined. 

93. In or around February 2012, Mitchell in CT (believed also to be Mitchell Isaac 
Lake) and cprbusa posted that if Giduck sends another letter threatening a lawsuit that the “CO 
Bar association” should be informed because Giduck “is violating numerous rules of professional 
conduct and can be sanctioned.”   

94. In or around February 2, 2012, Mitchell Isaac Lake and magician posted on 
SOCNET.com that Giduck lies, that more should be expected of a member of the bar, and that 
any grievance should focus on the fact that “a member of the Colorado Bas is using the public 
trust implicit in his office as a member of the Colorado Bar as a vehicle to engage in fraud.” 

95. In or around February 3, 2012 Mitchell Isaac Lake posted on SOCNET, as part of 
a thread regarding Giduck, the Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct 4.5 and 8.4, and also 
published law review articles and more than 120 Colorado cases and their rulings relating to 
attorney misconduct and sanctions of Colorado attorneys.  He claimed Giduck violated these 
rules and that the cases noted “the CO Bar’s position on moral turpitude outside the practice of 
law.”  Then he queried what the Colorado Bar Association would do to Giduck, “an attorney 
making false claims regarding his background in order to obtain funds from government agency. 
. .”   

96. On or about February 16, 2012, Mitchell Isaac Lake and Claribornestranger 
posted on SOCNET.com information about Giduck being a Colorado lawyer and that he was an 
attorney of record on 8 cases between 1990 and 1998.    

97. On or about April 17, 2012 Mithcell Isaac Lake told everyone on SOCNET.com 
that he had the “right guy in the Colorado Bar Gestapo,” which he later equated to the “Colorado 
Attorney Grievance people,” to get Giduck.   
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98. On or about April 30, 2012 “morelocks” claimed that Giduck had plagiarized his 
writings and that this would put Giduck’s honesty and ability to practice before a court in 
question.  “morelocks” also questioned whether the Colorado Bar would be interested in 
Giduck’s alleged plagiarism.     

99. All of the Defendants agreed that they would, and they did, publish false 
statements about Giduck to harm his reputation as a Colorado attorney.   

DEFENDANTS’ ADMIT THAT THEY INTENDED TO HARM GIDUCK WITH THEIR 

FALSE STATEMENTS 

100. Defendants not only made their statements on SOCNET, but they also agreed and 
worked together to send them to various individuals, customers and potential customers of 
Giduck’s, to Giduck’s associates, to a university for which Giduck works, and also made sure 
that their posts on SOCNET were spread all over the world-wide-web, and not just on SOCNET.  
The Defendants agreed and together made sure that the SOCNET statements were posted on 
Amazon.com and intentionally linked on Google so that Google searches brought up the posts 
and directed the reader to SOCNET.  As shown below, the Defendants purposefully 
disseminated their false and defamatory statements as widely as possible with the intent of 
destroying Giduck’s ability to lecture and teach and to preclude sales of Giduck’s books.  In 
essence, Defendants agreed to wage a campaign of lies and defamation against Giduck with the 
intent of ruining Giduck’s business and ability to earn a living.       

101. “Before this is over, Giduck and Archangel will be out of business.”  This was 
posted by tooslow (Barry Salant) on or about January 7, 2012.     

102. “Considering that the evidence on the net shows that the guys [Giduck’s] 
background is at the very least exaggerated – After all the relentless digging, investigating and 
collecting of evidence and data John G. will be totally discredited and out of the biz.  It’s kind of 
like mashing 100 hornets nests all at once while kicking a honey badger.”  This was posted by 
Joe723 on or about January 7, 2012.   

103. “Good luck Mr. Giduck.  I hope you have very deep pockets and an alternative 
profession to fall back on that doesn’t involve stealing the honor of our SF Brothers.  Because by 
the time we’re done, you’ll definitely need both.”  This was posted by Kirk (Michael Kirk) on 
February 7, 2012.   

104. “There has been so much voluminous research into his activities – I don’t think 
his business can move forward.”  This was posted by Joe 723 and Matchanu on February 10, 
2012.   

105. “The fallout from all [these posts on SOCNET] is going to be epic and sad.”  This 
was posted by KidA on February 8, 2012.     

106. “Hey Giduck, I’m sure you’re reading this, but I wonder if you really and truly 
realize what is happening.  In short, you dicked around and now have your attention.  And as 
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such, you (and your buddies) should realize that in taking down your fake ass, discovering 
corruption and other poser issues amongst those whom associate with you is not only likely a 
natural occurrence – but also serves the main goal—busting you.  This was posted by Sotb on or 
about January 10, 2012.     

107. “Seems some of the 1 star reviews of his other books.  Mine included have been 
taken down on Amazon. . .  Great work on the Beslan reviews folks.  I been giving helpful to all 
one star reviews.”  This was posted by GPC and Fubar on or about January 11, 2012.   

108. “Maybe his next book can be called ‘the rise and fall of Giduck, or why you 
should never fuck with SOCNET.”  This was posted by FMedic and Johan on or about January 
7, 2012.   

109. “the book will be written by SOCNET and it will be called Terror at Archangel: a 

Business Tragedy with Lessons for Poseurs.”  This was posted by Johan and FMedic on or about 
January 7, 2012.   

110. “Archangel has to be close to bankruptcy now.”  This was posted by Tracy (Tracy 
Paul Warrington) on or about February13, 2012.    

111. “I have already passed on this information [posted on SOCNET] to our state 
SWAT Association.  From there, the information will branch out to agencies all over Texas.  
There are several out of state SWAT Officers who are members and the information will 
continue to be disseminated.  A former School District Chief of Police that I worked for in the 
past will also be getting this information.”  This was posted by Hooahmedic (Patrick Sloan) on 
or about January 8, 2012.   

112. “I have come to the conclusion he has opened Pandora’s box of whoopas.”  This 
was posted by Jdogonroad (Jay Harrison) on or about February8, 2012.   

113. “I’ve done my best to piss Giduck off.”   This was posted by FMedic on or about 
February8, 2012.   

114. “He deserves every bit of the shit he has gotten here.”  This was posted by Fmedic 
on or about January 6, 2012.   

115. After falsely stating that Giduck claims to be a former Army Ranger, Defendants 
wrote that Giduck “just poked a whole different sleeping giant. . . . Enjoy 2012 asshole.  You’ll 
never forget it.”   This was posted by Kirk (Michael Kirk) on or about January 7, 2012.   

116. “The more Mr. Giduck has his body cavity probed the more it looks like his 
activity goes beyond ‘Posing for Dollars’ and into the realm of criminal.  Hopefully, there a DA 
who agrees.  . . .  An AUSA.”   This was posted by Justaclerk and Remington Raider on or about 
January 15, 2012.   
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117. “It [my review on Amazon of Giduck’s book] returned once I edited out the links 
to SOCNET.  Just trying to help out [by explaining to others how to keep their posts defaming 
Giduck on Amazon from being deleted].”  This was posted by Fubar on or about January 12, 
2012.   

118. “I added [Giduck’s] false jump master qual and adventure camp to my Amazon 
review.  I am thinking of starting a poser thread there.  Thoughts?”  Another Defendant then 
wrote in response, “Go.  And post a link back to here on your Amazon review for our thousands 
of members to comment on . . . and then they can all link back here by providing a link in their 
own review. . . .  You can also leave a comment on one of his/Archangel’s YouTube videos, 
using the words ‘Giduck,’ ‘poser,’ ‘fraud,’ or ‘SOCNET.’”  Then the Defendants provided an 
example of what to write when the posted this: “Any police department, City, Town or Group 
that hires John Giduck or John Giduck’s false credentials, seeing as John Giduck is a fraud, John 
Giduck is a fraud SF Poser and John Giduck is a fraud Ranger poser, should be fired for not 
doing proper research in to the fact that John Giduck is a fraud and perpetrated multiple scams 
on John Giduck’s false credentials. . . . John Giduck is a fraud and a poser and that John Giduck 
is using false credentials.”  After posting this, the Defendants then explained how this would 
harm John Giduck.  “And that’s just how microscopic basics of how you maximize spider traffic.  
This time tomorrow do a Google search on ‘John Giduck is a Fraud’ or “John Giduck is a Poser’ 
or ‘John Giduck’s false credentials’ and see what pops up.  Then do it for the next few 
weeks/months and watch it grow through Google Analytics.”  This was posted by Kirk (Michael 
Kirk) and GPC on or about January 11, 2012.   

119. “John Giduck, I just wanted to do my small part in keeping you and SOCNET 
linked together and this board on every front page of each Google search for your name.  
Sometimes, most of the time, we’re linked together as the first result on those pages.  Happy 
Valentine’s Day lard-ass.”  This was posted by Sotb on or about February13, 2012.     

120. “We’re [Defendants] still #1 if you search for ‘John Giduck’ on Google.  This 
was posted by Tracy (Tracy Paul Warrington) on or about January 20, 2012.    

121. “metric shit ton of justified righteous outrage at Giduck.”  This was posted by 
RgrMontcalm (Richard Aaron Montcalm) on or about February8, 2012.   

122. “He [Giduck] and his supporters have no idea of what stones are being turned 
over.”  This was posted by Silverbullet and FMedic on or about January 11, 2012.   

123. “Giduck and company, I imagine the scrutiny you’re under now is going to bring 
things to light you never imagined would be seen by the entire world wide web. . . .  I’ve got a 
half dozen already in which [Giduck] clearly refers to himself as all sorts of things he more than 
likely isn’t.  but that hammer will drop too.”  This was posted by Mixedload on or about January 
7, 2012.       

124. Defendants “would have no hesitation of dumping every round of every gun I 
own into [a Giduck supporter’s] resurrected demonic Chucky body.  Therefore, Giduck’s being 
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close friends of him is indeed a frightening situation.”  This was posted by Sotb on December 24, 
2011.   

125. “Hey Shit bag, I’ve sent emails out to every LEO friend I have (over 2000 at last 
count) and made sure to let them all know what a lying piece of shit you are. . .  I hope you go to 
jail for being a lying piece of shit.”  Posted by DemoMan876 on March 18, 2012.   

126. “It never ceases to amaze me the reach socnet has.  Fantastic, I don’t think these 
idiots [Giduck and his supporters] realize what they are up against. . . .  [Giduck] deserves every 
bit of the shit he has gotten here.”  This was posted by FMedic on or about January 6, 2012.   

127. “There are a couple of sitting watching this thread waiting for the aforementioned 
[Giduck] to claim some status . . . so we have something useful to contribute to his demise.”  
This was posted by Old Starlight on or about January 11, 2012.    

128. Defendants also made it clear they were trying to prevent Giduck and Archangel 
from securing any more contracts to lecture/teach when they published warnings in which they 
“caution[ed] all military and civilian government employees from engaging him” because of his 
links to and continuous contacts with members of Foreign Intelligence Services.  Defendants 
claimed that hiring Giduck would cause problems for any governmental agency hiring Giduck.  
This quote was from Tracy (Tracy Paul Warrington) and it was posted on or about January 11, 
2012.   

DEFENDANTS SLASH GIDUCK’S TIRES AND THREATEN HIM 

129. “Someone in CO flatten his tires and leave burning dog crap on his porch, then 
post the videos here.  Never mind, guilty by association, put it on UTUBE.”  This was posted by 
Deepc (Jerrod Barentine) on or about January 25, 2012.  Shortly after this was posted on 
SOCNET, someone went to Giduck’s home while he was out of town, slashed his tires and set a 
mattress next to his house on fire.  Then Defendants falsely claimed that no one had ever posted 
on SOCNET a request for someone to slash Giduck’s tires, and edited the statement so it no 
longer showed the request that someone slash Giduck’s tires.     

130. Thereafter, Defendants falsely claimed that Giduck “cut his own tires and set a 
mattress on fire so he could blame [SOCNET].”  This was posted by Sharc1 on or about 
February 8, 2012.     

131. Between 2011 and 2012, Defendants have also made threats to Giduck, including 
telling others that they hired someone to kill him, i.e., “had contracts out on him,” and this 
information was ultimately communicated to Giduck.  To effectuate their threats, Defendants 
have kept Giduck’s residence under surveillance, to include driving up his driveway in a remote 
wooded area late at night when they have known that he was traveling for work and that his wife 
and small child were home alone. 

132. Defendants have made numerous publications on the internet, including certain 
postings that were made directly to Giduck, wherein they used the word “kill” repeatedly, stated 
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that Giduck had started a war that would not end well for him, that he would find his and 
Nicoletti’s three-year-old boy’s pony behind their house hanging from a tree, that SOCNET was 
an armed and operational unit and that it had “boots on the ground” in Colorado to deal with 
him. 

133. Defendants have also published on the internet that Giduck was being 
investigated by numerous law enforcement and government agencies, to include two offices of 
the United States Attorney, and that he would go to prison for his fraud, including statements 
which referenced him being sexually assaulted in prison and that such was their goal.   

134. Defendants conduct described above was in violation of Colorado Revised 
Statutes sections 18-2-301(Criminal Solicitation), 18-3-306 (Criminal Influence of Public 
Servant), 18-13-105 (Criminal Libel) and 18-4-501 (Criminal Mischief).   

DEFENDANTS ATTACK NICOLETTI 

135. Trying to financially destroy Giduck was not enough for the Defendants.  In 
addition to attacking Giduck, Defendants also attacked Giduck’s wife, Plaintiff Nicoletti.   

136. Nicoletti is a private person, not a public figure, who works at Lockheed Martin.   

137. Defendants published defamatory statements about Nicoletti, such as calling her a 
fat-ass, a dumb girl and a security risk.   

138. Furthermore, Defendants have written letters to Lockheed Martin about Nicoletti 
and her daughter, Brittany Bragdon, questioning Nicoletti and her daughter’s security clearances.  
Defendants conduct has caused problems for Nicoletti and her daughter at their place of work.   

139. Defendants have also physically threatened and intimidated Nicoletti.  In addition 
to slashing her husband’s tires and trying to set her home on fire, Defendants have threatened 
Nicoletti and her children, including posting  that they would kill her three-year-old son’s pony. 

140. Defendants have also published on the internet the following statements to or 
about Nicoletti:  “Now her life is scrutinized … losing clearance could be life changing, … if she 
ever had to look for a job her employer will surely find out … that she made threats to active 
duty service members, … the record of Shari’s little escapade will stay on line forever.”  This 
was posted by Girlwithaglock (Laura Stanford) on or about February12, 2012.   

141. Defendants have also been posting defamatory statements about Giduck writing 
under Nicoletti’s name on the internet.  

142. Defendants threatened to contact Nicoletti’s employer through the father of 
Charlie Waite, also a Lockheed Martin employee, and seek to interfere with her employment and 
her security clearance for “dealing with a known Russian co-hort,” i.e., Giduck.   
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143. Defendants contacted Lockheed Martin by U.S. mail under false identity, and 
both provided photographs of Nicoletti and her children, including her 12-year-old child, along 
with Giduck, and stated that both Nicoletti and her daughter Brittany Bragdon were security risks 
to the United States and should lose their top secret security clearances. 

144. Defendants obtained and published throughout the internet photographs of 
Nicoletti and her children, to include her 12-year-old child, for the purpose of harassing her and 
her family members, and to increase the risk to their safety. 

145. That Defendants have published Nicoletti and Giduck’s home address on the 
internet for the purpose of increasing the risk to their safety. 

146. In all, on the SOCNET site alone, the Defendants have made more than 900 such 
postings defaming, attacking and threatening Giduck, Nicoletti, their family members, friends, 
supporters and colleagues.   

DEFENDANTS’ AGREEMENT 

147. Defendants all agreed that they would publish the false statements listed above.  
Defendants’ agreed to publish the false statements about the Plaintiffs so that they could: (1) 
destroy Plaintiffs’ business; (2) harm Giduck’s reputation as an attorney and try; and (3) interfere 
with Plaintiffs’ contracts and prospective business advantages.   

148. Defendants all aided and abetted each other in the publication of the false 
statements.   

149. The Defendants each caused one another to publish the false statements and are 
all responsible for the publication of each statement.   

150. Defendants also all agreed that they would threaten Giduck and Nicolleti, invade 
their privacy, and trespass and assault Giduck and Nicolleti.   

151. Defendants each individually aided and abetted the other Defendants in 
committing: libel/slander/defamation; trespass, assault, invasion of privacy, interference with 
contracts and business advantages.  

152. Upon information and belief, all of the Defendants republished the false 
statements described above or positively commented on the above statements and thereby 
adopted them.   

First Claim for Relief 

(Libel Per Se) 

153. Plaintiffs incorporate and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 152.   

154. Giduck is not a public person.   
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155. The statements described above in paragraphs 48 – 152 did not relate to a matter 
of public interest.   

156. Defendants published or caused to be published the statements described above in 
paragraphs 48 – 152. 

157. The substance or the gist of the statements were false at the time they were 
published.   

158. The statements were defamatory and harmed Giduck’s and Archangel’s 
reputation by lowering people’s estimation of Giduck and Archangel.    

159. At the time the statements were published, Defendants knew the statements were 
false or made the statements with reckless disregard as to whether they were false.   

160. At the time of publication, if the Defendants did not know the statements were 
false, the Defendants believed that the statements were probably false or had serious doubts 
about the truth of the statements.   

161. The publication of the statements caused Giduck and Archangel actual harm.   

162. Nicoletti is a private individual, not a public person.   

163. Defendants published defamatory statements about Nicoletti on the web and to 
her employer.   

164. The publication of the statements caused Nicoletti actual harm. 

165. Defendants’ conduct was willful, wanton, and with a reckless disregard for 
Plaintiffs’ rights.   

Second Claim for Relief 

(Libel Per Qoud) 

 

166. Plaintiffs incorporate and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 165. 

167. Giduck is not a public person.   

168. The statements described above in paragraphs 48 – 152 did not relate to a matter 
of public interest.   

169. The Defendants published statements set forth above in paragraphs 48 – 152  in 
the same or substantially similar words.   

170. One or more readers and listeners of the statements understood the statements to 
be defamatory and the statements harmed Giduck’s reputation by lowering people’s estimation 
of Giduck. 
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171. The statements were about the Plaintiffs.   

172. The substance or gist of the statements were false at the time they were published 

173. At the time of publication, Defendants knew that the statements were false or the 
Defendants made the statements with reckless disregard as to whether the statements were false.   

174. At the time of publication, if the Defendants did not know the statements were 
false, the Defendants believed that the statements were probably false or had serious doubts 
about the truth of the statements.   

175. The publication of the statements caused Giduck and Archangel special damages.   

176. Nicoletti is a private individual, not a public person.   

177. Defendants published defamatory statements about Nicoletti on the web and to 
her employer as described above.   

178. The publication of the statements caused Nicoletti damages. 

179. Defendants’ conduct was willful, wanton, and with a reckless disregard for 
Plaintiffs’ rights. 

Third Claim for Relief 

(Trespass) 

180. Plaintiffs incorporate and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 179. 

181. Giduck and Nicolleti were the lawful owners of their home and Giduck was the 
lawful owner of his car.   

182. Defendants intentionally entered onto Giduck’s and Nicolleti’s property, or 
caused others to intentionally enter onto Giduck’s and Nicolleti’s property to slash his tires and 
set a mattress on fire.   

183. Defendants caused damage to Giduck’s and Nicolleti’s property.   

184. Giduck and Nicolleti sustained damages as a result of Defendants’ trespass.   

185. Defendants’ conduct was willful, wanton, and with a reckless disregard for 
Plaintiffs’ rights 

Fourth Claim For Relief 

(Assault) 

186. Plaintiffs incorporate and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 185. 
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187. Defendants intended to place Giduck and Nicoletti in apprehension of harmful 
physical conduct by slashing his tires, burning a mattress on his property, entering his property 
unlawfully, and through their threats and statements.   

188. Defendants also intended to place Giduck and Nicolleti in apprehension of 
harmful physical conduct by physically threatening them, keeping their home under surveillance, 
and stating that they have personnel in Colorado ready to harm Giduck and/or kill him.     

189. Giduck and Nicoletti were  and still are in apprehension of immediate physical 
contact that was harmful or appeared to be harmful.   

190. Giduck and Nicoletti sustained damages as a result of the assault.   

191. Defendants’ conduct was willful, wanton, and with a reckless disregard for 
Giduck’s rights 

Fifth Claim for Relief 

(Invasion of Privacy) 

192. Plaintiffs incorporate and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 191. 

193. Defendants intentionally invaded Giduck’s privacy by publishing false and 
defamatory statements about him that cast Giduck in a false light.   

194. Defendants knew that the statements were false and defamatory at the time they 
published them.   

195. The readers of the statements understood them to cast Giduck in a false light.   

196. The publication of the false and defamatory statements caused others to view 
Giduck negatively.   

197. Defendants’ campaign to malign and defame Giduck, along with the statements 
they published, would be offensive to a reasonable person.   

198. Defendants’ invasion of Giduck’s privacy caused Giduck damages.   

199. Defendants intentionally invaded Nicoletti’s privacy by publishing defamatory 
statements about her.   

200. Defendants knew that the statements were defamatory at the time they published 
them.   

201. The readers of the statements understood the statements about Nicoletti to be 
defamatory.   
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202. The publication of the defamatory statements caused others to view Nicolleti 
negatively.   

203. Defendants’ campaign to malign and defame Nicolleti, along with the statements 
they published, would be offensive to a reasonable person.   

204. Defendants’ invasion of Nicolleti’s privacy caused Nicolleti damages.   

205. Defendants’ conduct was willful, wanton, and with a reckless disregard for 
Giduck’s rights. 

Sixth Claim for Relief 

(Intentional Interference with Contract) 

206. Plaintiffs incorporate and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 205. 

207. Plaintiffs had various contracts with governmental agencies and others.   

208. Defendants knew or reasonably should have known of Plaintiffs’ contracts.   

209. The Defendants by words and conduct intentionally caused third parties to refuse 
to perform their contracts with Plaintiffs.  Indeed, Defendants stated that one of their objectives 
in publishing the false statements was to preclude Plaintiffs from reaping the benefits of their 
contracts.     

210. The Defendants interference with the contracts was improper.  The interference 
was primarily accomplished through Defendants’ publication of false and defamatory statements 
about Giduck as part of a campaign to disrupt Plaintiffs’ contracts.  Defendants knew the 
statements were false when they made them.  Defendants stated purpose was to destroy 
Plaintiffs’ business by preventing the performance of these contracts.      

211. The Defendants’ interference with Plaintiffs’ contracts caused Plaintiffs damages.   

212. Defendants’ conduct was willful, wanton, and with a reckless disregard for 
Plaintiffs’ rights. 

Seventh Claim for Relief 

(Tortious Interference with Prospective Business Advantage) 

213. Plaintiffs incorporate and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 212. 

214. For years prior to Defendants’ publication of false and defamatory statements, 
Plaintiffs had routinely contracted with various agencies and organizations, including but  not 
limited to, governmental, law enforcement and military, whereby Plaintiffs were paid to provide 
lectures and other instruction. 
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215. Since Defendants waged their campaign by publishing false and defamatory 
statements about Plaintiffs, the number of contracts Plaintiffs have entered into has decreased 
dramatically from more than 100 per year to less than 10 per year.   

216. Furthermore, Plaintiffs sold books authored by Giduck and published by 
Archangel.  Plaintiffs’ annual book sales were much greater before Defendants’ defamatory and 
false statements.     

217. Plaintiffs had the prospect of having business relationships with these and other 
similar agencies and organizations.   

218. Plaintiffs had the prospect of selling books.   

219. Defendants intended to preclude Plaintiffs from entering into future contracts with 
the organizations and agencies. 

220. Defendants intended to stop people from buying Plaintiffs’ books.   

221. Defendants engaged in conduct, namely publishing false and defamatory 
statements, which prevented Plaintiffs from acquiring prospective business relationships and 
prevented others from purchasing Plaintiffs’ books.  Defendants knew the statements were false 
at the time they published them.       

222. Defendants’ interference was improper: it was effectuated through the publication 
of false and defamatory statements and was done with the purpose of harming Plaintiffs.   

223. Defendants employed wrongful means.  Defendants stated purpose was to harm 
Plaintiffs and destroy Plaintiffs’ business and to prevent Plaintiffs from entering into contracts 
with the agencies and organizations and to prevent the sale of Plaintiffs’ books.  Defendants used 
defamatory and false statements to interfere with Plaintiffs’ prospective business advantages.   

224. Defendants’ improper and wrongful interference with Plaintiffs’ prospective 
business advantages caused agencies and organizations not to enter into contracts with Plaintiffs 
and caused people not to buy Plaintiffs books and thereby caused Plaintiffs damages.   

225. Defendants’ conduct was willful, wanton, and with a reckless disregard for 
Plaintiffs’ rights 

Eighth Claim for Relief 

(Extreme and Outrageous Conduct) 

226. Plaintiffs incorporate and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 225. 

227. The Defendants engaged in extreme and outrageous conduct by, among other 
things: (1) waging a campaign to publish false and defamatory statements with the purpose of 
destroying Plaintiffs’ business; (2) interfering with Plaintiffs’ contracts and prospective business 
advantage to such an extent as to nearly destroy Plaintiffs’ entire business; (3) trespassing and 
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assaulting Giduck and his wife Nicoletti, including making threats against both of them; and (4) 
invading Giduck’s and Nicolleti’s privacy.  Defendants also made public statements that were 
false and defamatory about Giduck’s wife, Nicoletti, as well as Giduck’s friends.  Furthermore, 
Defendants have stated that they hired someone to harm or kill Giduck so as to put Giduck in 
fear for his life.     

228. The Defendants engaged in the extreme and outrageous conduct with the intent of 
causing Giduck and Nicolleti severe emotional distress.  Alternatively, Defendants acted 
recklessly.   

229. The Defendants’ conduct caused Giduck and Nicolleti severe emotional distress 
and thereby damaged Giduck and Nicolleti.   

230. Defendants’ conduct was willful, wanton, and with a reckless disregard for 
Plaintiffs’ rights. 

 

Ninth Claim for Relief 

(Civil Conspiracy) 

231. Plaintiffs incorporate and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 230. 

232. The Defendants agreed by words or conduct to accomplish an unlawful goal and 
to accomplish goals through unlawful means.  Defendants, among other things agreed to: wage a 
campaign to publish false and defamatory statements with the purpose of destroying Plaintiffs’ 
business; (2) interfere with Plaintiffs contracts and prospective business advantage to such an 
extent as to nearly destroy Plaintiffs’ entire business; (3) trespass and assault Giduck and 
Nicolleti; (4) invade Giduck’s and Nicolleti’s privacy; and (5) cause severe emotional distress to 
Giduck and Nicolleti. 

233. Defendants performed one or more unlawful acts to accomplish their goals and 
performed one or more acts to accomplish their unlawful goals.   

234. Plaintiffs had injuries.   

235. Plaintiffs’ injuries were caused by Defendants’ acts.   

236. Defendants’ conduct was willful, wanton, and with a reckless disregard for 
Plaintiffs’ rights. 

Tenth Claim for Relief 

(Aiding and Abetting Tortious Conduct) 

237. Plaintiffs incorporate and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 236. 
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238. As set forth above, Defendants committed numerous torts, including libel, 
trespass, assault, invasion of privacy, interference with contracts and business advantages, and 
extreme and outrageous conduct.    

239. Defendants each individually aided and abetted the other Defendants in their 
commission of the above described torts.   

240. Each Defendant knew or should have known that he/she was providing assistance, 
encouragement, and aid to the commission of the above-described torts.   

241. The Defendants were aware of their respective roles as part of the overall illegal 
and tortious activity at the time that they aided and abetted each other.   

242. By and through their actions as detailed above, the Defendants each ratified and 
approved of the other’s conduct.   

243. Defendants’ actions caused Plaintiffs damages.   

244. Defendants’ conduct was willful, wanton, and with a reckless disregard for 
Plaintiffs’ rights. 

Eleventh Claim for Relief 

(Preliminary and Permanent Injunction) 

245. Plaintiffs incorporate and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 244. 

246. Defendants have waged a campaign to publish false and defamatory statements 
about Plaintiffs that Defendants know are false.  Defendants’ campaign is ongoing and they 
continue to publish false and defamatory statements.     

247. Plaintiffs have a reasonable probability of success on the merits on their claims, 
including their claims for libel.     

248. There is a real and immediate danger of irreparable harm.  Defendants’ actions 
have eviscerated Plaintiffs’ business, a business that Plaintiffs have spent years building into a 
successful concern.  Furthermore, the continued publication of the false and defamatory 
statements are causing Giduck continuing harm and continuing severe emotional distress.   

249. There is no plain, speedy and adequate remedy at law: money damages simply 
will not put Plaintiffs in the same position as if the statements are not published.   

250. Entering the injunction will not be a disservice to the public.  On the contrary, it 
will provide a service to the public because it will preclude Defendants from deceiving the 
public.   

251. The balance of equities favors the injunction.   
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252. Wherefore, Plaintiffs request that the Court enter an injunction prohibiting 
Defendants from publishing false and defamatory statements about Plaintiffs.   

Twelfth Claim for Relief 

(Violation of Colo. Rev. Stat. § 18-17-104, Colorado Organized Crime Control Act) 

253. Plaintiffs incorporate and re-allege paragraphs 1 through 252. 

254. Upon information and belief, one of the purposes of SOCNET.com is to comment 
about and expose people who claim military accolades that they have not earned.   

255. Defendants had to sign up and agree to certain terms so they could join 
SOCNET.com.   

256. Defendants, and their association through SOCNET.com, along with 
SOCNET.com, are an enterprise.   

257. Defendants participated in the enterprise, by among other things, signing up to 
post on SOCNET.com and then making posts on the website about many different people and 
topics, including, but not limited to, Plaintiffs.   

258. Defendants knowingly participated in the enterprise through a pattern of 
racketeering by making false statements about Giduck in order to influence public servants not to 
hire him and/or Archangel.  Defendants made hundreds of false statements about Plaintiffs over 
the course of many years.     

259. Defendants made the false statements with the purpose of precluding public 
servants from having their various agencies hire Giduck and/or Archangel.   

260. Defendants’ conduct was in violation of, among other things, C.R.S. § 18-8-306, 
because Defendants used false statements to influence public servants not to hire Giduck and/or 
Archangel.   

261. By using deceit to influence public servants in violation of C.R.S. § 18-8-306, 
Defendants knowingly participated in their enterprise through a pattern of racketeering.   

262. Additionally, after Giduck threatened to bring a lawsuit against Defendants, the 
Defendants physically threatened him and his wife and slashed his tires in an effort to preclude 
Giduck from filing his lawsuit and in an effort to intimidate him.  Defendants also verbally 
threatened to harm Giduck and Nicolleti and made false statements about them, harassed them, 
including using obscene language to describe Plaintiffs.   

263. Defendants took these actions to induce Plaintiffs to avoid filing a lawsuit.   

264. Defendants thereby violated C.R.S. § 18-8-704.   
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265. Furthermore, Defendants conspired together to use deceit to defame Giduck and 
conspired to used deceit to influence public servants to not hire Giduck and/or Archangel.  
Defendant conspired to conduct their racketeering activity through the enterprise they all 
participated in.   

266. Defendants engaged in a pattern of racketeering by, among other things: (1) 
publishing hundreds of false statements over the course of many years in an attempt to influence 
public servants in violation of C.R.S. § 18-8-306; and (2) threatening and harassing Giduck in 
violation of C.R.S. § 18-8-704.   

267. Defendants conduct was in violation of C.R.S. § 18-17-104.    

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs request judgment in their favor and against Defendants and 
request the following relief: 

A. A preliminary and permanent injunction prohibiting Defendants from 
publishing false and defamatory statements about Plaintiffs;  

B. Compensatory damages in an amount to be proven at trial; 

C. Costs and attorneys’ fees as provided by statute and contract; 

D. Pre and Post-Judgment interest as allowed by law; 

E. Such other relief as the Court deems just and warranted.   

THE PLAINTIFFS DEMAND A JURY TRIAL ON ALL ISSUES. 

 Dated this 11th day of June, 2012. 

      FOSTER GRAHAM MILSTEIN & CALISHER 
 
 
 
      /s/  Lawrence G. Katz     
      Lawrence G. Katz 
       Foster Graham Milstein & Calisher 

       360 South Garfield Street 
       6th Floor 
       Denver, CO 80209 
       Telephone: 303-333-9810 
       Facsimile: 303-333-9786  
       Email:  lkatz@fostergraham.com 
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  ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFFS  
 
 
Plaintiff’s address: 
7994 Faith Court 
Frederick, CO 80530 


